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Community Input

4/10/2018
1. Sand/ce ment plant
   - Increase in trucks on 60 fwy, 10 fwy (between 15 & 215).
   - Cars & trucks in neighborhoods
   - Visibility of pollution vs. number of trucks (localized impacts)
   - Asthma rates, cancer, COPD, autism (correlation)
   - New businesses in neighborhoods / freeways
   - Green space loss
   - Railways
   - Relocation of residents
   - Focus on large corporations with resources
     - Max # of trucks allowed in residential areas.

2. Rideshare programs in colleges
   - Putting electric engines in schools/education
   - More electric repair shops in the IE
   - More charging stations
   - Filters for exhaust pipes & smoke stacks
   - Filters at schools & hospitals
   - Green walls between communities & railyards & freeways
   - Covered railyards
   - Incentives for green vehicles
   - Dealership education
   - Incentives for alternative transportation (bike lanes, public transit, train price)
     - SB especially
   - Collaboration w/ other governments
2) Cont'd
- simple information, especially for Latino communities. Advertisement for electric cars.

3) depends on audience
- social media for younger audience
- faith-based organizations

4) Communities heavily impacted by locomotive and trucking industries.

- Communities near frwy,

- Use health care data to show health impacts

- Communities impacted by construction companies, warehouses.

- Wildfire emissions
#2
- Public education, rideshare days, collaboration with other companies
- Support green industry
- Youth education, get people engaged
- Solar panels, electric car

Infrastructure: Multi-Modal, Zero Emission, corridor retrofit, Electric car using existing systems.

#3:
- Best way to connect
  - E-mail
  - Social media
  - Mascot
  - Instagram to target the millennials
  - Tumblers — 20-yr olds
  - YouTube —
  - Radio — Hispanic Comm. local radio to local residents
  - PBS 3 to local residents
(1) Risk
   - Geography
     - Income
     - popuplations
   - City Planning

(2) Flatsheets
   - ALT Fuels
     - large company
     - loss deliveries (shipping) “Green” & “Ammon etc
     - Incentive Savings
   - tier 4 org.

(3) Awareness
   - Causes
   - AQMD help with City General Plans
   - connect to other Groups

1) Railyards, boat movements
   - parked trucks (enforcement)
   - mobile sources

   - Parks Placement - warehouse

2) Monitoring stations
   - near zero/zero emissions
   - education/training - catenary lines

3) Outreach
   - Bilingual Material
   - understandable terms
   - schools/community meetings
     - going to them instead of coming to us
   - gaining trust on community
   - continuous outreach
   - door to door
   - sensitivity to the community
1) What Info?
- Air quality stations around parks/schools
- Quantity diesel trucks idling/parked
- Housing close to big diesel source
- Trains parked by residents
  - Enforce clean truck rules
  - Enforce clean train rules
- Ag equipment cleanup
  - More charging stations: $ for cars

2) Project Ideas
- Filters in housing units
- Fireplace program: home & biz
- Need clean trucks in IE
  - Enforce clean truck rules
  - Enforce clean train rules
- Ag equipment cleanup
  - More charging stations: $ for cars
  - Conference packages & education sessions
  - Guest speakers at schools
3. Best Way

Social Media < Snap Chat
Instagram
Commercials
Billboards
Flyers at Schools
Tele Calls

Go to College/Univ

Public Conference Participation

Guest Speakers at Schools/Classes